
The height of sophistication...

What separates the common and the worthless

mineral stone from the precious jewel stone is the

purity of its colour and its freedom from flaws. The

same rare standards apply to Wharfedale’s Emerald

range of hi-fi loudspeakers. 

Precision engineering standards employed

throughout our manufacturing process ensure that

whichever Emerald model you pick, the clarity and

transparency of the music will be a joy to behold.

Designed as a classical British loudspeaker with

elegant art-deco styling nuances, the Emerald

series epitomises class in simple design.

Available in a choice of real-wood veneers, the

Emerald will fit seamlessly into the aesthetics of

virtually any room to enhance the appearance as

well as the acoustics of your living area.

Emerald
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Emerald
((  Hi-Fi and Home Cinema Loudspeakers  ))



The elegant Emerald series from Wharfedale is a reflection of times often forgotten, when craftsmanship

and build quality were more important than absolute cost, when a worker took a real sense of pride in

his or her achievements, and when the end justified the ‘means’.

We scour the globe for the finest raw materials to ensure each component is class-leading. Our

neodymium magnets have excellent strength to weight ratios for incredible accuracy and

speed. Our internal wiring is exceptionally pure oxygen free copper, the real wood veneers

are matched and paired, using consecutive cuts from the same log and each speaker

in the range can be bi-wired to gold-plated binding posts.

Every single part is crafted in our own dedicated factory. Each voice coil is wound by hand, the 

mid-range drivers double wound and the bass drivers quadruple wound, we forge the chassis and build

the crossover, audiophile quality cable connects the components together

which are in turn mounted in a cabinet built so well, it could have been hewn

from a single log.

Throughout the manufacturing process, attention is paid to every detail, testing

and retesting to ensure that each and every speaker maintains its composure

even when pushed to the very limits of the specification.

The result is a speaker range with a real natural beauty – both in appearance

and performance which will enhance any living area.

With a superb matching centre-channel and our excellent Powercube DX 

sub-woofer, you can now have a fully matching multi-channel system, so you

can enjoy your films and multi-channel music with the same levels of style and

musical ability as you associate with your two channel system. 

A Jewel in the crown...



Precision engineering of the very highest quality ensures that every Wharfedale speaker

provides the crystal clear sound and detail needed to bring any music or soundtrack to life.

Add to that a tonal neutrality and these speakers provide a real ‘window’ on the sound, adding

nothing and taking nothing away.



Drivers
Bass 

Tweeter

Power Handling

Nominal Imp.

Sensitivity (for 1W at 1m)

Frequency Resp.

Size mm ( H x W x D )

170mm
25mm Dome

100W

8 ohms

86dB

40 Hz to 27 kHz

490 x 220 x 280

170mm
25mm Dome

100W

8 ohms

86dB

50 Hz to 27 kHz

370 x 220 x 280

Model EM-91 EM-93

Emerald 
Specifications

170mm
25mm Dome

100W

8 ohms

87dB

35 Hz to 27 kHz

880 x 220 x 280

EM-95

Drivers
Bass 

Tweeter

Power Handling

Nominal Imp.

Sensitivity (for 1W at 1m)

Frequency Resp.

Size mm ( H x W x D )

2 x 200mm
25mm Dome

150W

6 ohms

88dB

28 Hz to 27 kHz

1000 x 255 x 320

2 x 170mm
25mm Dome

125W

6 ohms

88dB

30 Hz to 27 kHz

940 x 220 x 280

Model EM-97 EM-99

2 x 130mm
25mm Dome

125W

8 ohms

89dB

70 Hz to 27 kHz

175 x 495 x 200

EM-Centre


